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People come from all over the world to visit Tampa Bay, as they should. We have sugar sand

beaches, clear blue water, fantastic food, compelling history, theme parks, nature, and a blend

of cultures and customs that make this area unlike any other. But you don’t have to let the

tourists have all the fun. Whether you’re visiting, a new transplant, or a longtime local, think of

100 Things to Do in Tampa Bay Before You Die as your friend, who’s always finding new

adventures.This third edition includes some classic area restaurants, like Brocato’s and West

Tampa Sandwich Shop; fun ways to learn our history, including walking and cigar factory tours;

and day trips to help you discover even more to love about the communities surrounding

Tampa Bay. Go to a show at Skipper’s Smokehouse. Have a spa day in Safety Harbor. Go on a

day trip and hunt for treasures in Arcadia! Or, take advantage of lots of chances to see

manatees, dolphins, gators, and pink flamingos.Local author and journalist Kristen Hare has

spent the last decade digging into escapades worthy of your bucket list. Whether you think

you’ve done it all or you’re just getting started, this book will inspire you to get out, get moving,

and get to know why Tampa Bay is such a special place.
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For Jai, Max, and Leela, who are always up for one more adventure, even when they have to

remind me to slow down and enjoy them.

When Kristen Hare tapped me on the shoulder and asked if I would be her date for an

adventure, I knew there was only one answer: “When can we go?”See, I believe I know Tampa

Bay pretty well. I’ve lived here for nearly 30 years and understand our rich history, sprawling

geography, and saltier quirks. As a columnist at the Tampa Bay Times, I’m often on the front

lines of local mischief. I went to high school in Clearwater and spent long nights bopping

around Pier 60 at the beach. I’ve worked in downtown St. Petersburg, tried the local lattes, and

listened to the not-so-distant whir of the Grand Prix. I’ve sought air-conditioned summer solace

in Tampa’s Florida Aquarium. And I’ve established my own home amid the quaint shops and

breweries of Dunedin. There’s nowhere I’d rather be.But never get too comfortable, right?

There’s always an uncovered jewel, an oddity, a freaky Florida curiosity that even the most

proud, long-standing locals have overlooked. Finding them? Well, that’s Kristen’s specialty. This

Tampa Bay inspector of interesting things has humbled my know-it-all ways many times.That

ferocious hunger to find the best-kept secrets in Tampa Bay fills the spirit of this book, the third

edition of 100 Things to Do in Tampa Bay Before You Die. Maybe you’re brand new to the area

and can’t wait to dig in. Welcome! Or maybe you’re an old pro, too. Either way, there’s so much

to learn.Did you know:• You can get a day pass to use the swimming pool at the Don CeSar, a

legendary 1920s hotel known as the Pink Palace?• You can take a ghost tour of historic Ybor

City, filled with the spirits of cigar workers who came from Cuba to start a new life?• You can

learn the long and strange history of traveling shows and why so many made Tampa Bay their

winter home at the International Independent Showmen’s Museum?Or have you tried:• High

tea at the Chattaway, an authentic English restaurant with old Florida vibes in St. Petersburg?•

A veritable Thai feast at the Buddhist temple Wat Mongkolratanaram in Tampa, which is home

to a bustling Sunday market?• Multiple deep-fried foods in a single day at the Florida State

Fair? (I have, and I do suggest it, no matter what my stomach might say.)That barely scratches

the surface. Come, let Kristen open your eyes to the diversity, the heritage, the wild and wacky



fun, and the truly unforgettable sights in Tampa Bay.Oh, right. Where did we go when she

tapped me on the shoulder? Kristen took me to the prehistoric Warm Mineral Springs in North

Port, where we swam in the stinky, restorative so-called Fountain of Youth. You can read all

about it on Page 106. My skin? Never better. My spirit of adventure? Ready for more.Tap, tap.

Your adventure awaits.Stephanie Hayes, columnist, Tampa Bay Times
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In the 10 years since my family made Tampa Bay our home, I’ve given the same bit of advice

again and again to anyone who will listen: don’t let the tourists have all the fun.We live in a

place where the rest of the world vacations, but it’s so easy to get caught up in the day-to-day

of our lives and settle into comfy ruts.With every edition of this book, I’ve looked for the epic,

like spending a day getting lost on Egmont Key; the iconic, like breaking into a fresh loaf of

Cuban bread from La Segunda in Ybor City; and the unforgettable, like climbing around trees

with roots aboveground at Medard Park in Plant City.These are the things you want to do, as

the title says, before you die.While that wink at the bucket list felt cute with the first and second

editions, during the pandemic, it has taken on a new sense of urgency for me. Life is short.

Nothing is guaranteed. How we spend our time—and the people we spend it with—is up to us.I

used this third edition as a chance to reconnect with people I missed, discover new places, and

revisit classics. There are nearly 50 new entries, and I sprinkled in 14 day trips that will help

you get to know the wonders all around us.I hope you’ll find in this book the same thing I found

while reporting it. There are epic, iconic, and unforgettable adventures out there, and they’re

even better to enjoy with people you care about.Here’s to filling our lives with

adventures,Kristen Hare

This book was built through many months of outings with many special people who were

willing to try anything and let me take their photos while doing it. They include: Barbara Allen,

Doris Truong, Tom Jones, Ren LaForme, Alanna Dvorak, Stephanie Hayes, Joshua Gillin, the

Suhs family, the Malozzi family, the Mayberrie family, Juliette and Xavier Mazza, Rebecca

Hare, Dave Chronister, Bonnie Hare, Lauren Klinger, Amaris Castillo, Gabrielle Calise,

Elizabeth Djinis, Joy Mayer, Ryan Lawrence, the Jairam family, and every single server, barista,

bartender, cashier, park manager, store manager, event organizer, librarian, and friendly

stranger who joined in these adventures by sharing their expertise. Thank you for being part of

this book.

Almost everyone has a favorite Cuban, and almost everyone is sure they know the spot that

makes the best in town. Let’s not argue. But if you haven’t tried the Cubans at West Tampa

Sandwich Shop, reserve your judgement. This tiny restaurant on North Armenia Avenue in

Tampa is all hustle and bustle on the inside, with loaves of Cuban bread stacked high and walls

covered with photos of diners, family, and friends. Come for breakfast and lunch; they’re open

until 3 p.m. each day except Sunday, when the restaurant closes at 1 p.m. While you’re there,

try the sandwich renamed for our 44th president. The Obama is a traditional Cuban with honey,

lettuce, and tomato—the way President Barack Obama ordered when he stopped by in 2012.

It’s a Cuban with a twist, and somehow, it works.3904 N Armenia Ave., Tampa, 813-873-7104

Tampa Bay is a melting pot of people, culture, religion, and food, from the Cuban, Spanish, and

Italian origins of Ybor City to the Thai Buddhist temple with a Sunday market on the Palm

River. You really can eat your way around the globe, but you should stop for a while and savor



the flavors of the Caribbean at Jerk Hut. This restaurant, now with three locations, has been a

Tampa fixture for decades and offers all the jerk-seasoned meats you could want, plus

authentic Jamaican dishes including oxtail, curried goat, and roti (a delicious flatbread that’s

perfect for sopping up curry). Try the South Tampa location on Gandy Boulevard where the

Jerk Hut is an actual hut and you get your food “take away.” Or head to the Seminole Heights or

East Fowler locations to dine in.South Tampa4495 W Gandy Blvd., Tampa,

813-835-5375Seminole Heights1045 E Hillsborough Ave., Tampa,

813-542-5375University1241 E Fowler Ave., Tampa, 813-977-5777

Here is a library where you will not get shushed but will probably feel the sense of awe that

great old libraries inspire. In Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg, there’s a

restaurant inspired by the George Peabody Library in Baltimore and the friendship between

Peabody and Hopkins. Surrounded by walls of blue books, you’ll find tables tucked into reading

nooks with wingback chairs and plenty of good reading light. The Library is open for weekend

brunch, lunch, and dinner, and there’s a coffee bar inside as well. You’ll discover a menu that’s

both adventurous and comforting, with dishes including squid ink pasta and grilled cheese. You

can also order wine, mixed drinks, and local, domestic, and international beer. And the library

experience continues when it’s time to pay the bill, which is charmingly delivered to you inside

an old book.600 5th St. S, St. Petersburg, 727-369-9969

For more than 70 years, Brocato’s Sandwich Shop has been feeding Tampa, and the crowds of

people inside and out are proof this place is doing something right. One of those things is the

devil crabs. The Big Crab is huge—enough for a whole meal—and is breaded, fried, and

delicious (if you like breaded, fried things). Try it with the hot sauce. Brocato’s also makes

beloved Cuban sandwiches with pickles and mustard. While you wait for your order inside (if

there’s space), take a minute to appreciate the memorabilia all over the walls. Then, pick one of

several spots to sit outside and enjoy this tasty tradition.5021 E Columbus Dr., Tampa,

813-248-9977

This Pass-a-Grille Beach institution has been open, in one form or another, since 1937. Since

1979, it’s been under the care of the same family, serving breakfast and lunch to eager diners

willing to line up along the sidewalk to wait their turn. It’s a spot where celebrities (including

Robert DeNiro, Diane Keaton, and John Candy) sometimes show up, so the people-watching

is good, too. Inside, the Seahorse Restaurant’s charm comes through in wood-paneled walls

and cozy wooden booths. Check out the photos, clippings, and memorabilia under the glass

top tables. And try the famous grits. The Seahorse is closed on Tuesday. Any other day, if

you’re there early enough, you’ll get one more treat at the Seahorse: it’s the perfect place to

watch the sunrise.800 Pass-a-Grille Way, Pass-a-Grille Beach, 727-360-1734
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The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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